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I. INTRODUCTION

Can Congress dictate the rules under which a professional sport is
played? A reading of the U.S. Constitution's grant of powers to Con-
gress' leads one to wonder how the national legislature may reach into
the rules governing how a professional sport is played. Casey Martin
v. PGA Tour, Inc.2 (hereinafter Martin or Martin v. PGA Tour) has
used the Americans with Disabilities Act (hereinafter ADA)3 as a the
bridge between Congress and the Professional Golfer's Association
Tour (hereinafter PGA Tour, PGA, or Tour), a professional sports
organization that governs the rules of PGA tournaments.

Martin, the first case in which a professional athlete has invoked
the ADA to play competitive sports, raises important questions. Did
Congress intend the ADA to apply to participation in athletic events
and to governance of such events by sports organizations? Is the
nature of a professional sports organization different from high school
or collegiate athletics? If so, to what extent can a court oblige this
professional sports organization to modify its rules of competition to
allow disabled persons to compete, or should an entity like the PGA

1 See generally U.S. Const. Art. I § 8.
2 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. 1320 (D. Or. Jan. 30, 1998) (pre-trial cross motions for summary

judgment, holding that, as a matter of law, the PGA Tour is not exempt from the Americans with
Disabilities Act as a private club or establishment, and that the PGA Tour owns or operates
public accommodations, i.e., golf courses, which obliges the PGA to follow Title III of the
ADA); Martin, 994 F. Supp. 1242 (D. Or. Feb. 19, 1998) (the trial court opinion, holding that
Casey Martin's requested modification, i.e., use of a golf cart during all PGA qualifying stages
and tournaments, is reasonable, and that this modification would not fundamentally alter the
nature of this public accommodation).

3 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101-213 (1994).
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Tour be exempt because any modification fundamentally alters the
nature of the sport?

This note examines these questions. Section II presents back-
ground on the ADA, the settled law of its requirements pertinent to
Martin, and the background of the PGA Tour. Section III lays out the
factual basis of Martin's case as well as the opinions of the U.S. Dis-
trict Court of Oregon in deciding the cross motions for summary judg-
ment and the trial itself. Section IV argues that the district court's
application of the ADA to the PGA in its pretrial ruling on the sum-
mary judgment motions is flawed. Section IV also suggests that the
trial court's opinions, which narrow the ADA's private club exemp-
tion and broaden the meaning of "public accommodation," ignore
Congress' intent to limit the ADA's applicability.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Americans with Disabilities Act

Nearly a decade ago, in 1990, President Bush signed into law the
ADA to aid qualified disabled persons in minimizing access problems
to employment, 4 state and local services,5 and public facilities.6 Con-
gress estimated that some 43 million Americans have one or more
physical or mental disabilities,7 noted that society continues to segre-
gate and isolate such individuals,' and lamented the lack of equal
opportunity for persons with disabilities. 9 With this Act, Congress
gave the American people "a clear and comprehensive national man-
date for the elimination of discrimination against individuals with
disabilities. "10

4 Id. §§ 12111-17 ("Title I").
5 Id. §§ 12131-34 ("Title II").
6 Id. §§ 12181-89 ("Title III").
7 Id. § 12101(a)(1).
8 Congress contrasted persons with disabilities with persons discriminated against on the

basis of race or sex. For the first group, there was no federal remedy for discrimination. Id.
§ 12101(a)(4). When actual physical differences between disabled and non-disabled persons
exist, some degree of differing treatment may be justified. On the other hand, a blanket prohibi-
tion against racial or sexual discrimination can define the pertinent class of persons and except
permissible discrimination much more easily than the ADA. This distinction thwarts simple
application of the ADA to cases and may lead to judicial interpretations which defy Congres-
sional intent.

9 Id. § 12101(a)(1) (listing Congressional findings regarding persons with disabilities).
10 Id. § 12101(b)(1).
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Criticism of the Act as vague, broad, and intrusive predates its
passage.1' Congress laid out the mandate, but left the interpretation
to the courts. In interpreting the ADA, courts have borrowed lan-
guage and case law from the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (hereinafter
Civil Rights Act).12 Many of the terms and exceptions used in the
ADA are based on corresponding language in the Civil Rights Act,
such as the "place of public accommodation" scope13 and the "private
clubs or establishments" exception,14 but some important distinctions
exist. In a Civil Rights Act claim, a court may determine, for example,
which places of public accommodation may or may not discriminate
against a clearly defined group such as women. However, the Civil
Rights Act does not distinguish between certain sub-groups of
women. A court deciding an ADA claim, in contrast, may apply simi-
lar Civil Rights Act case law to particular individuals within the class
of disabled persons whose need for relief may vary. First, the court
must determine whether the plaintiff has a statutorily defined disabil-
ity, 15 and then must determine to what extent the ADA protects the
plaintiff-for example, what is a reasonable accommodation or modi-
fication16 for the plaintiff seeking relief under the ADA. The first
step, classification, is much simpler under a Civil Rights Act claim
given the discrete protected group. The second step, deciding the

11 See Paul V. Sullivan, Note, The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990: An Analysis of
Title III and Applicable Case Law, 29 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 1117, 1119 n.5 (1995). See also
Jonathan Yardley, Professional Golf, Arguing for Cart Blanche, WASH. POST, Jan. 19, 1998, at
C2, arguing that laws intended to protect individual rights often have unforeseen, undesirable
effects.

12 42 U.S.C. § 2000 (1970).
13 Compare 42 U.S.C. § 2000a(b) (in Title II of the Civil Rights Act) with 42 U.S.C.

§ 12182(a) (in Title III of the ADA).
14 Compare 42 U.S.C. § 2000a(e) (in Title II of the Civil Rights Act) with 42 U.S.C. § 12187

(in Title III of the ADA).
15 See 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2). A person with a disability is defined as 1) a person with a

physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities; 2) a
person with a record of such a physical or mental impairment; or 3) a person who is regarded as
having such an impairment.

16 See, e.g. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5)(A) (in the ADA subchapter on employment), defining
"discrimination" against a disabled person as "not making reasonable accommodations to the
known... limitations... unless such covered entity can demonstrate that the accommodation
would impose an undue hardship on the operation of the. . .entity." See also 42 U.S.C.
§ 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii) (in the ADA subchapter on discrimination in places of public accommoda-
tion), prohibiting discrimination in which the owner or operator of a public accommodation fails
"to make reasonable modifications in policies, practices, or procedures...unless the entity can
demonstrate that making such modifications would fundamentally alter the nature of such
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations."

1998]
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level of permissible discrimination, forces a court to determine, for
example, whether the relief prayed for is compelled by statute for this
particular plaintiff. Thus, courts interpreting the ADA confront this
often difficult analysis, and sometimes reach results which seem incon-
sistent with Congressional intent. Congress aimed to eliminate dis-
crimination against persons with disabilities, but recognized that
meaningful differences (such as ability to perform a job or limits on
accommodation) sometimes warrant a finding that all disabled per-
sons cannot always receive treatment identical to non-disabled per-
sons." Given a disabled ADA plaintiff, this tension begs the question
"what remedy, if any, for this particular disabled plaintiff?"18

B. Pertinent Requirements & Interpretation of the ADA

The central matter in the Martin v. PGA Tour litigation involved
the requirements that Title III of the ADA imposes upon persons in
charge of a place of public accommodation. In this dispute, a prelimi-
nary hearing on cross-motions for summary judgment considered the
issues of (1) whether, under Title III of the ADA, the PGA Tour is
exempt as a private club or establishment, and (2) if not, whether a
PGA golf course is a "place of public accommodation" such that it is
obliged to make reasonable modifications to accommodate Casey
Martin. The trial considered the issue of whether Martin's requested
modification (use of a golf cart during all PGA tournaments) would
fundamentally alter the nature of this alleged public accommodation.

1. Private Club Exemption Under the ADA

The ADA limits the obligations of owners of public accommoda-
tions under Title III by exempting "private clubs or.. . religious orga-
nizations."19 Whether a professional sports organization, such as the

17 Certainly hostile or irrational attitudes of discriminating persons may compel relief for
disabled persons under some circumstances. Congress passed the Civil Rights Act, in part, to
combat subjective bias against women and racial minorities, among others, because a rational
reason to treat women or racial minorities differently rarely exists. In contrast, disparate treat-
ment of a disabled person, notwithstanding subjective bias, may be both permissible under the
ADA and consistent with Congressional intent.

18 See generally Robert L. Burgdorf, Jr., The Americans with Disabilities Act: Analysis and
Implications of a Second-Generation Civil Rights Statute, 26 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 413, 516-
17 (1991) (discussing the relative obligations of certain entities under the ADA).

19 See 42 U.S.C. § 12187. "The provisions of this subchapter shall not apply to private
clubs or establishments exempted from coverage under title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42
U.S.C. § 2000-a(e)) or to religious organizations or entities controlled by religious organizations,
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PGA Tour, meets this exemption is a matter on which no court has
directly ruled. Because of the importance of the ADA's goals, courts
narrowly construe such exemptions and place the burden on the party
claiming this exemption. °

There is no set definition of "private club," either in case law or
in statutes.21 The party claiming this exemption must show that a test
of relevant factors weighs in its favor. These factors include the genu-
ine selectivity of the group in its members, the membership's control
over the operations of the establishment, the history of the organiza-
tion, the use of facilities by non-members, the purpose of the club's
existence, whether the club advertises for members, whether the club
is non-profit, and the formalities observed by the club.22

The United States Supreme Court, in interpreting "private club"
in Civil Rights Act matters, focuses heavily on the genuine selectivity
of an entity and looks for a "plan or purpose of exclusiveness." For
example, in Sullivan v. Little Hunting Park, Inc. ,23 the Court held that
a corporation chartered to run a community swimming pool which
was only open to all whites in a geographic area lacked a "plan or

including places of worship." The Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000a(e), reads "[t]he provisions
of this subchapter shall not apply to a private club or other establishment not in fact open to the
public, except to the extent that the facilities of such establishment are made available to the
customers or patrons of an establishment within the scope of subsection (b) of this section."

20 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323 (D. Or. Jan. 30, 1998). Courts have looked disfavorably
on claims that Congress' intention to limit discrimination under the Civil Rights Act should be
construed narrowly. See, e.g., Nesmith v. YMCA, 397 F.2d 96 (4th Cir. 1968) (holding that a
YMCA club, which had no limit on membership and no admissions standard, which had no
general member meetings, and which was financed in part by public contributions, was not a
"private club" under the Civil Rights Act); Quijano v. Univ. Fed. Credit Union, 617 F.2d 129
(5th Cir. 1980) (holding that a federal credit union was not exempt from Title VII coverage
under the "private membership club" exception).

21 See, e.g., Wright v. Cork Club, 315 F. Supp. 1143, 1150-51 (S.D. Tex. 1970) (applying the
multi-factor test to defendant club which was in fact open to white people generally; which
engaged in wholesale solicitation of applications from groups such as teachers; which did not
limit use of its facilities or services strictly to members and bona fide guests; which had a presi-
dent whose financial arrangements with the club could fairly be described as profit making; and
which sought publicity in usual advertising media; and holding that this club did not qualify for
private club exemption from public accommodations provisions of Civil Rights Act).

22 See id.
23 396 U.S. 229 (1969).
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purpose of exclusiveness."24 Other courts interpreting "private club"
have also evaluated an entity under the multi-factor test.2"

Historically, courts were concerned that a group may use the
"private club" exception of the Civil Rights Act as a sham to avoid
compliance with Title II. For example, in Daniel v. Paul,26 the
Supreme Court found that a recreational area which allowed only
whites to join was not a "private club" even though so-called member-
ship cards were distributed to 100,000 white members at a cost of
twenty-five cents per member.27 The Court concluded that the facility
merely feigned private club status.28 Courts today continue to look at
substance over form.29

2. Places of Public Accommodation

In an effort to eliminate discrimination against individuals with
disabilities, the ADA imposes obligations on certain relationships of
which a disabled person may be part. These include an employer-
employee relationship, or a less explicit relationship, such as between
an owner of a place of public accommodation and the recipient of that
accommodation's goods or services. Consider the latter relationship.
The pertinent ADA provision of Title III states that

[n]o individual shall be discriminated against on the basis of disability
in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privi-
leges, advantages, or accommodations of any place of public accom-
modation by any person who owns, leases (or leases to), or operates a
place of public accommodation.30

24 Id. at 236. See also Tillman v. Wheaton-Haven Rec. Ass'n, 410 U.S. 431 (1973) (denying
private club status to nonprofit corporation operating a community swimming pool).

25 See Cork Club, 315 F. Supp. at 1143; Nesmith, 397 F.2d at 96. "Each factor is considered
and either tips the balance for or against private club status." Cork Club, 315 F. Supp. at 1150.

26 395 U.S. 298 (1969).
27 Id. at 302.
28 Id.
29 See, e.g., U.S. v. Lansdowne Swim Club, 713 F. Supp. 785, 796-804 (E.D. Pa. 1989) (find-

ing, inter alia, that a formal membership procedure which lacks selectivity has no plan or pur-
pose of exclusivity); Nesmith, 397 F.2d 96 (4th Cir. 1968) (finding, inter alia, that payment of
membership dues but no limit on membership did qualify YMCA as a private club). See also
Welsh v. Boy Scouts of America, 993 F.2d 1267, 1276 (7th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1012
(1993) (holding that, although scouting organization is not a public accommodation, if it were, it
is exempt from the Civil Rights Act as a private club given its Constitution and Oath, which
contain requirements that serve to purposefully exclude non-members).

30 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a) (1994).
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Congress recognized that discrimination against disabled persons
might manifest itself in passive ways, such as a denial of service at a
restaurant due to physical inaccessibility. Congress sought to outlaw
this passive discrimination that unlawfully excludes persons with disa-
bilities from the full enjoyment of public accommodations.3'

"Public accommodation" is defined by the ADA to include a
laundry list of physical places.32 Among this list are the following: "a
gymnasium, health spa, bowling alley, golf course, or other place of
exercise or recreation."33 A golf course is expressly included as a pub-
lic accommodation, but interpretive questions must be answered. Did
Congress intend golf courses used during a professional golf tourna-
ment to be included on this list? If so, did Congress intend for certain
parts of a golf course (i.e., the zone of competition: the fairways and
the greens) to be excluded from this list? No case law on point exists
to answer these questions, so courts use analogous situations.

The Ninth Circuit, in which the Martin litigation occurred,
recently decided an ADA action brought against the owner and oper-
ator of a newly constructed sports arena in Independent Living
Resources v. Oregon Arena Corporation,34 a case relied upon by the
Martin Court in its summary judgment order.35 In the lengthy Oregon
Arena opinion, the District Court found, inter alia, that the arena's
executive suites were merely an updated version of "box seats," which
are legally indistinguishable from any other seats in the arena and thus
subject to ADA Title III obligations.36 From here, the district court
reasoned that many facilities which are open only to special invitees
may still be deemed public accommodations under the ADA.37 An
additional consideration was the use of the executive suites-the court
compared the drinking and socializing that occurs in the suites during

31 See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 12101(a)(5). Congress found that "individuals with disabilities con-
tinually encounter various forms of discrimination, including outright intentional exclusion, the
discriminatory effects of architectural, transportation, and communication barriers, overprotec-
tive rules and policies, failure to make modifications to existing facilities and practices, exclusion-
ary qualification standards and criteria, segregation, and relegation to lesser services, programs,
activities, benefits, jobs, or other opportunities." (emphasis added).

32 See 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7).
33 § 12181(7)(L) (emphasis added).
34 982 F. Supp. 698 (D. Or. 1997).
35 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1327.
36 Oregon Arena, 982 F. Supp. at 759.
37 See id.

1998]
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a sporting event to similar activities that occur in a bar or restaurant,
over which the ADA clearly governs.38

3. The "Undue Hardship" Exception: A Fundamental Alteration?

Before placing Title III obligations on owners or operators of
places of public accommodation, Congress provided that if the cov-
ered entity "can demonstrate that making such modifications would
fundamentally alter the nature of such goods, services... ," no unlaw-
ful discrimination lies for failure to modify policies, practices, or
procedures.39

Congress did not expressly allocate burdens of proof in an ADA
"reasonable modification" matter. Realizing this, the Fifth Circuit in
Johnson v. Gambrinus Co. 4 recently looked to burden shifting in the
more developed case law under Title I of the ADA concerning
employment.4" The Johnson court, looking to Title I ADA case law,42
interpreted the Title III "reasonable modification" obligation as plac-
ing the initial burden on the plaintiff to prove he is disabled and to
prove he requested a reasonable modification in the workplace.43

Once met, the burden shifts to the defendant to prove that, in a Title
III claim, the reasonable modification "would fundamentally alter the
nature of the public accommodation." 4 The Martin Court adopted
the Fifth Circuit's burden-shifting analysis.45

The body of case law on reasonable modifications and fundamen-
tal alterations of sports programs has yet to be developed. The few
reported cases primarily concern age eligibility requirements in high
school and collegiate sports programs, rather than substantive rules of
play.46 The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals considered the applicabil-
ity of the ADA to the Michigan High School Athletic Association in

38 See id.

39 42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii) (1994) (emphasis added).
40 116 F.3d 1052 (5th Cir. 1997).
41 See id. at 1059.
42 The Johnson court reviewed its analysis in Riel v. Electronic Data Sys. Corp., 99 F.3d 678

(5th Cir. 1996). See Johnson, 116 F.3d at 1058-59 (noting the "easily transferable analysis" and
the "parallel language" between Title I and Title III of the ADA).

43 Johnson, 116 F.3d at 1059.
44 Id. Using Title I language, the burden shifts to the employer to prove that reasonable

accommodation places an undue hardship on the employer.
45 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1248-49.
46 See id. at 1245-46 (discussing eligibility rules for high school and collegiate sports).
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two cases.47 In McPherson v. MHSAA, the Sixth Circuit Court
decided an ADA challenge by a learning disabled student to the
MHSAA's eight semester rule, which prohibited a student who had
completed eight semesters of high school from competing in inter-
scholastic sports.48 That court found the rule necessary to limit the
skill level and size of such athletes to maintain safety and provide a
fair opportunity to compete. 49 The waiver sought by the plaintiff was
denied in light of a waiver's fundamental alteration of the sports pro-
gram and the immense financial burden put onto the MHSAA to
make a case-by-case evaluation of prospective athletes' eligibility.50

Two years earlier, in Sandison v. MHSAA, the Sixth Circuit held that
an age restriction to participate in high school sports did not violate
the ADA, where a learning-disabled student who exceeded the age
limit sought a waiver of the rule." As the Sandison court reasoned,
such a waiver would fundamentally alter the program, and a case-by-
case determination of eligibility is not a reasonable accommodation.52

Similar analysis was used in an ADA challenge against a col-
legiate sports program's eligibility requirement. 3 In Bowers v.
NCAA, a District Court for the District of New Jersey found that an
NCAA requirement that college athletes must complete a number of
''core courses" to participate in intercollegiate athletics did not violate
the ADA, where a learning disabled student's remedial classes did not
count toward the core course requirements.54 The Bowers court found
the requirement essential to achieve NCAA goals emphasizing educa-
tion, promoting fair competitiveness between colleges, and minimizing
exploitation of student athletes.55 However, Bowers found that the
NCAA bylaws allow a waiver if the student's high school classes are
shown to deserve "core" status.56 The court cautioned: "The ADA is
meant to provide a remedy for those who have been victimized by

47 See, e.g., McPherson v. Michigan High School Athletic Ass'n., Inc., 119 F.3d 453 (6th Cir.
1997); Sandison v. Michigan High School Athletic Ass'n., Inc., 64 F.3d 1026 (6th Cir. 1995).

48 McPherson at 453.
49 See id. at 461.
50 See id. at 462.
51 Sandison at 1037.
52 Id. at 1035. The Eighth Circuit also upheld a similar age requirement under the same

analysis in Pottgen v. Michigan State High School Athletic Ass'n., 40 F.3d 926 (8th Cir. 1994).
53 See Bowers v. Nat'l. Collegiate Athletic Ass'n., 974 F. Supp. 459 (D.N.J. 1997).
54 Id. at 466-67.
55 Id. at 461, 467.
56 Id. at 462, 467.

19981
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illegal disability-based discrimination-it is not meant to provide a
remedy for every individual who has been screened out by eligibility
criteria for whatever reason.' '17

This case law does not clearly establish whether the same analysis
ought to be applied to substantive rules of play for professional sports
organizations. Although it evaluates eligibility rules for high school
and collegiate sports competition, these cases do not consider rules
that substantively affect the manner in which the sport is played.

C. Professional Golfer's Association Tour
The origins of the modern PGA Tour are not clear. Though the

first U.S. Open tournament took place in 1895 in Newport, Rhode
Island, this tournament and other subsequent events were not "tour"
golf because they lacked the continuity and selection process of the
modern PGA Tour.58 As interest in the game of golf grew, commer-
cially-backed exhibitions and tournaments began to attract more
attention. By the early 1920's, the PGA Tour held multiple tourna-
ment events with winner-take-all prize money. After World War II,
television allowed the Tour to boom. This increased popularity
resulted in the Tour becoming more structured and providing televi-
sion rights fees to build the amount of prize money awarded to Tour
winners.5 9

In late 1968, touring professionals began to gain control over the
Tour-players who qualified for the Tour began to assume leadership
and directional roles for the future of the Tour. Joseph C. Dey
became the first commissioner of the then-called Tournament Players
Division, serving from early 1969 until early 1974. His successor,
Deane R. Beman, increased Tour revenues to unprecedented levels,
from $3.9 million in 1974 to $229 million in 1993. In mid-1994,
Timothy W. Finchem became the third and current PGA
commissioner. 60

The present PGA Tour is a non-profit association composed of
professional, qualified golfers which sponsors and co-sponsors profes-
sional golf events. 61 "PGA Tour" is actually an umbrella term for

57 Id. at 467 (emphasis added).
58 See generally A Brief History of the PGA Tour (visited Feb. 12, 1998) <http://

www.pga.com/pgatour/html/history.html>.
59 See id.
60 See id.
61 See Martin 984 F. Supp. at 1321.
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three golf leagues: the regular PGA Tour (composed of approximately
200 players), the Senior PGA Tour6" (composed of approximately 100
players), and the Nike Tour (composed of approximately 170
players).63

The principal method of acquiring PGA Tour playing privileges is
to compete in a three-stage qualifying school, In order to gain entry, a
competitor must submit two reference letters and pay a $3,000 fee.'
The first stage involves 72 holes of golf, and competitors who score
low enough advance to the next stage of the qualifying school. Stage
two also involves 72 holes of golf, and the top 168 or so qualifiers
advance to the final stage. The final stage involves 108 holes, with the
top 35 finishers receiving playing privileges on the regular PGA Tour.
The next top 70 finishers may join the Nike Tour, but a Nike Tour
player may gain privileges for the regular PGA Tour either by winning
three Nike tournaments in a single season, or by finishing in the Nike
Tour's top fifteen money earners. 65 Competition for these coveted
Tour privileges is high, and a few strokes in an entire season may
make or break a professional golfer's earnings, ranking, and
marketability.

During the first two stages of the qualifying school, competitors
may drive a golf cart from hole to hole to speed up play.66 However,
PGA Tour rules require players to walk and use caddies during the
school's final stage (to simulate playing conditions in the actual
Tours), the regular PGA Tour, and the Nike Tour. Only in the Senior
Tour are players permitted to use golf carts.67

III. CASEY MARTIN V. PGA TOUR, INC.." DISCUSSION OF THE

CASE

A. Factual Basis for Martin's ADA Claim

Plaintiff Casey Martin contends he suffers from Klippel-
Trenaunay-Weber Syndrome ("KTW"), an extremely rare68 genetic

62 The Senior PGA Tour involves golfers that are 50 years or older. See id. at 1322 n.l.
63 See id. at 1322.

64 See id.
65 See id.
66 See id.
67 Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322.
68 See Mike Cullity et. al., Q&A: Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber syndrome (visited Feb 24, 1998)

<http://www.golfonline.com/news/golfweek/1998/january/syndromeOl24html>. As of 1984,
fewer than 150 cases of KTW were reported worldwide.
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disorder which affects blood circulation in his right leg and foot. The
disorder is vascular in nature-blood circulates into his inflicted leg
but does not readily circulate back out.69 As a result, Martin's leg
swells. The swelling is exacerbated by walking on the leg. As a partial
remedy, Martin wears a special stocking designed by a surgeon that
promotes the failed re-circulation. The medical prognosis for Martin
is bleak, because no cure exists,70 and doctors expect Martin's condi-
tion to worsen as he ages. 71 Even with the aid of a golf cart, medical
evidence suggests that Martin's KTW could soon prevent him from
playing golf due to the intense pain and deteriorating condition of the
leg.72 There is a good chance that Martin might require an amputation
of the leg,73 probably directly above the knee, that would require him
to use some prosthetic device. With this device, Martin's golf skills
would likely suffer, as he would be less able to maintain his impressive
distance off the tee.74

Martin contends that KTW substantially impairs his ability to
walk, and thus limits his professional golf game absent use of a cart.75

69 See id.
70 See id. Martin and his doctor plan to see a specialist in Seattle about a special procedure

to install a metal rod into Martin's leg to support his weakened tibia, and they plan to seek
"sclerotherapy" treatment that attempts to shrink the swollen veins via regular injections.

71 See generally Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1244 (finding that Martin's "leg has steadily wors-
ened because of the injury").

72 See id. See also Steve Harrison, Disabled Pro Golfer Fights No-Cart Rule, WASH. POST,
Dec. 10, 1997, at Al (quoting John Cooke, director of the vascular medicine section at Stanford
University School of Medicine: "I can see why Martin wants to ride around in a golf cart .... One
needs to elevate the legs and provide good compressive support with bandages or special stock-
ings. Otherwise it can be very painful.").

73 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1244. The trial court accepted the testimony of Martin's
treating physician, who noted that Martin's weakened tibia puts him at a high risk of a serious
fracture or eventual limb loss. See also Jennifer Frey, The Disabled and PGA Fairways, WASH.
POST, Jan. 18, 1998, at D5, in which Martin himself acknowledges the possibility of amputation.
But see Cullity, supra, note 67 (quoting Dr. John Mulliken of the Children's Hospital of Boston,
a pediatric plastic surgeon and expert in KTW and other vascular ailments, who disagrees with
the fair likelihood of amputation. "Unless something catastrophic happens, the leg should stay
with him all his life.").

74 See Cullity, supra note 68.
75 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322. See also Mark Asher, Agreement Allows Player to Use

Cart During 2 Events, WASH. POST, Dec. 24,1997, at E8, quoting Casey Martin: "It means every-
thing as far as golf is concerned .... It's just such a challenge for me to walk period, much less
walk a golf course. I can't fathom walking and competing against the caliber of players I play
against without some assistance." A month later, after just eighteen holes during a January 1998
Nike Tour event, Martin remarked, "There's no way I could do that without a cart. I'm
exhausted now, big time. A lot has to do with waiting around. When I'm on my feet all day, after
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The thrust of Martin's claim is that PGA's cart prohibitions renders its
tournaments inaccessible to disabled persons in violation of the ADA.

B. The Preliminary Injunction

Martin brought an action against the PGA Tour under the ADA,
seeking an injunction of the PGA's cart prohibition in the third stage
of the qualifying school, on the regular PGA Tour, and on the Nike
Tour. In late November of 1997, U.S. Magistrate Justice Tom Coffin
of the U.S. District Court in Eugene, Oregon [Martin's hometown]
issued a preliminary injunction that ordered the PGA Tour to allow
Martin use of a cart during the third stage of the qualifying school.76

Shortly after the district court issued this preliminary injunction,
Martin qualified for the Nike Tour (missing the regular PGA Tour by
only two strokes),77 which left unanswered the question of whether
Martin would be allowed to use a cart during January Nike Tour
events. The parties agreed, without prejudicing the trial (scheduled to
begin on February 2, 1998), to extend the preliminary injunction so
that Martin could use a golf cart in the two January Nike Tour
events,78 and the court extended the injunction pursuant to the par-
ties' stipulation.79 Martin won the first event, the Lakeland Classic,
while using the cart,8 ° which prompted criticism that the cart gives
Martin an unfair edge, as he finished only one stroke ahead of second
place.8' Several days later, in the Nike South Florida Classic, Martin

a few days I'm just destroyed. I need a cart." William Gildea, The Cart Before the Course; Golfer
Martin, Challenging Walking Rule, Shoots 66 in Nike Event, WASH. POST, Jan. 9, 1998, at Cl.

76 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322; Disabled Golfer Can Use Cart in PGA Qualifying,
WASH. POST, Dec. 2, 1997, at E2.

77 See Steve Harrison, Disabled Pro Golfer Fights No-Cart Rule, WASH. POST, Dec. 10,
1997, at Al.

78 See Asher, supra note 75.
79 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322.
80 See William Gildea, Martin Rides Into The Fore; Nike Win Only Fuels Golf Cart Contro-

versy, WASH. POST, Jan. 13, 1998, at E3.
81 Ironically, the second place finisher, Lamontagne, was also suffering from intense pain

due to an ingrown toenail. Lamontagne was given novocaine shots the day before the Lakeland
Classic to numb the pain. "The next day, he had the nail surgically removed and played the last
two rounds with the top of his golf shoe cut off. Had Lamontagne ridden in a cart, do you
suppose he might have won the tournament instead of losing by a single stroke? Most defi-
nitely." Gene Frenette, Casey Martin's paths of most resistance Tour's right: Rules are rules, THE
FLA. TIMES-UNION, Jan. 18, 1998, at Cl. See also Thomas Boswell, The Rules Are Still The
Rules, WASH. POST, Jan. 14, 1998, at Dl, (criticizing the Martin cart-aided victory).
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failed to even advance to that event's final rounds.82 This was the last
event in which Martin competed before trial.

C. Cross Motions for Summary Judgment
The PGA Tour moved for summary judgment in late January in

an effort to dismiss Martin's claims for relief before trial.8 3 Martin had
alleged the following three claims: 1) that the PGA Tour "is a private
entity that either is or operates" as a public accommodation'I which
subjects the PGA Tour to the ADA's prohibition of discrimination for
a disability in any place of public accommodation;85 2) that the PGA
Tour is a private entity offering examinations related to applications
for professional purposes, which subjects the PGA Tour to the ADA's
requirement that any person offering such examinations must do so in
a place and manner accessible to disabled persons; 6 and 3) that the
PGA Tour is an employer as defined in the ADA", which subjects the
Tour to the ADA's prohibition of discrimination against a qualified
individual with a disability with respect to employment.88

82 See Steve Harrison, Martin Moves From Course to Court; After Missing Cut in Florida,
Golfer Readies for Suit vs. PGA Tour, WASH. POST, Jan. 17, 1998, at H03.

83 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322.
84 See id. at 1323.
85 See id. See also 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a), which states the general rule that "[n]o individual

shall be discriminated against on the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of the
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of any place of public
accommodation by any person who owns, leases (or leases to), or operates a place of public
accommodation." The ADA exempts from this provision, inter alia, "private clubs or establish-
ments exempted from coverage under title II of the Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 2000-a(e)) [42
U.S.C.A. § 2000a et seq.]." 42 U.S.C. § 12187.

86 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322; see also 42 U.S.C. § 12189 (1990), which states that
"[a]ny person that offers examinations or courses related to applications, licensing, certification,
or credentialing for secondary or post-secondary education, professional, or trade purposes shall
offer such examinations or courses in a place and manner accessible to persons with disabilities
or offer alternative accessible arrangements for such individuals."

87 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322; see also 42 U.S.C. § 12111(5)(A), which defines
employer generally as "a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has 15 or more
employees for each working day in each of 20 or more calendar weeks in the current or preced-
ing calendar year, and any agent of such person ...." The ADA excepts from this definition
both the United States (and any corporation wholly owned by the United States), 42 U.S.C.
§ 12111(5)(B)(i), and "a bona fide private membership club (other than a labor organization)
that is exempt from taxation under section 501(c) of Title 26," 42 U.S.C. § 12111(5)(B)(ii).

88 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1322; see also 42 U.S.C. § 12112(a), which states the general
rule that "[n]o covered entity shall discriminate against a qualified individual with a disability
because of the disability of such individual in regard to job application procedures, the hiring,
advancement, or discharge of employees, employee compensation, job training, and other terms,
conditions, and privileges of employment." "Discriminate" includes "limiting, segregating, or
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The PGA Tour moved for summary judgment on all three claims
brought by Martin, first arguing that the Tour is a private non-profit
entity which is exempt from the ADA.8 9 Alternatively, the PGA Tour
contended that even if it is not such an exempt entity, the court should
grant summary judgment as to Martin's first two claims because the
Tour is not a place of public accommodation,9" and because the Tour is
not an examination or course subject to the ADA.91 Finally, the PGA
argued that the court should grant summary judgment as to Martin's
third claim because Martin is not an "employee" of the PGA. 2 Mar-
tin then cross-moved for partial summary judgment on his three
claims.93

On January 30, 1998, Magistrate Justice Coffin of the U.S. District
Court (D. Oregon) denied the PGA's motion for summary judgment
on Martin's counts one and two. The court also granted Martin's
cross-motion in part on the issue of whether the PGA Tour is exempt
from the ADA as a private non-profit entity, and whether it operates
a place of public accommodation. 94 The district court deferred ruling
until trial on the two remaining issues: 1) whether the Nike Tour is an
examination or course under the ADA, and 2) whether Martin is an
employee of the Tour.95

1. PGA Is Not Exempt from the ADA

In rejecting (as a matter of law) the PGA's contention that it is a
private club exempt from the ADA, the district court first narrowly
construed the nature of the PGA Tour, then rejected the Tour's analy-
sis of the issue, and finally weighed a multi-variable test against the
PGA's contention.

The Court began its opinion by noting that private club or estab-
lishment exemption under Title III of the ADA is narrowly construed

classifying a job applicant or employee in a way that adversely affects the opportunities or status
of such applicant or employee because of the disability of such applicant or employee." 42
U.S.C. § 12112(b)(1). See supra note 87 for the definition of an "employer."

89 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323. The PGA Tour sought summary judgment on this
matter under 42 U.S.C. § 12111(5)(B)(ii), supra note 87.

90 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323, 1326. See infra note 209, defining the term "public
accommodation" under 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7).

91 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323.
92 See id.
93 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1321.
94 See id. at 1327.
95 See id.
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by courts, and that the burden of proof rests on the party contending
such an exemption.96 Magistrate Justice Coffin, before determining
whether the PGA Tour satisfies the ADA "private club or establish-
ment" requirement, examined the nature of the PGA Tour.' The
Court found that the PGA Tour is

an organization formed to promote and operate tournaments for the
economic benefit of its members, a highly skilled group of professional
golfers. As with all professional sports organizations, the Tour is part
of the entertainment industry, offering competitive athletic events to
the public, which in turn generate sponsorship of the events, network
fees, advertising revenue, and, ultimately, the tournament prize
money awarded the competitors.98

Public participation, according to the Court, is inexorably tied to
the primary objective of the Tour, which is to generate revenue for its
members-this public participation and the desired revenue are
directly related.99

The court then explained that a Civil Rights Act case that the
PGA had relied upon actually countered the PGA's contention that
the selectivity of the entity (as evidenced by size) is germane to this
ADA exemption. In Welsh v.. Boy Scouts of America,1°°  a father and
son brought suit against the Boy Scouts challenging the organization's
refusal to admit the son, who would not affirm his belief in God.10 1

The Welsh Court said in dicta that the Boy Scouts would fall into the
private club exception of Title II of the Civil Rights Act if it were not
a place of public accommodation. 12 The Seventh Circuit rejected the
plaintiffs' argument that the organization's size of over five million
members precludes determining that the Boy Scouts is a private club.
The Martin Court reasoned that, as the large membership of the Boy
Scouts did not preclude the private club exemption, the selectivity of
the PGA Tour does not confer the exemption.1"3

96 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323; see also supra note 42.
97 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1323.
98 See id.

99 See id.
100 993 F.2d 1267 (7th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1012 (1993).
101 See id. at 1268.
102 See id. at 1275, interpreting 42 U.S.C. § 2000a (1988).
103 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1324. "Just as the large membership in the Scouts did not

deprive the organization of its private club status when its membership requirements were fitted
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The Martin court also noted that non-profit status does not neces-
sarily confer the private club exemption upon an entity."° In Quijano
v. University Federal Credit Union, a credit union employee filed
charges against her employer.1"5 The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
effectuated the Congressional intent to eliminate racial discrimination.
The court was not persuaded by the defendant's claim of the private
club exemption, dismissed the assertion of non-profit form, and gave
weight to the "purely mercantile" purpose of the credit union.106
Here, the Court likewise found the Tour's purpose to be commercial
and different in kind from one that Congress intended to exclude from
the requirements of the ADA. 10 7

Magistrate Justice Coffin then analyzed a set of variables com-
monly used by courts to evaluate an entity's claim to be an exempt
private club and found the analysis to weigh against the PGA Tour's
claim. These variables include genuine selectivity, membership con-
trol, the history of the organization, use of facilities by nonmembers,
the club's purpose, whether the club advertises for members, and
whether the club is non-profit. 10 8 "Each factor is considered and
either tips the balance for or against private club status.' 10 9

The PGA's argument that the Tour is selective did not persuade
the Martin court, which distinguished between screening on social,
moral, philosophical, or spiritual grounds, and the "natural 'weeding-
out' selectivity" inherent in athletics.110 The court said that the pool of
professional golfers will necessarily be small given this skill
requirement."'

with the purpose of the group, so the relatively small membership of the PGA Tour does not
confer private status on this entity when its selectivity is counterbalanced with the Tour's pur-
pose." Id.

104 See id. at 1325.
105 Quijano v. University Federal Credit Union, 617 F.2d 129.
106 Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1324 (quoting Welsh, 993 F.2d at 1277).
107 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1324.
108 See generally U.S. v. Lansdowne Swim Club, 713 F. Supp. 785, 796-804 (E.D. Pa. 1989)

(applying the multi-variable weighing test to determine whether swim club is a private club
exempt from Title II of the Civil Rights Act).

109 Id. at 796 (quoting Wright v. Cork Club, 315 F. Supp. 1143, 1150 (S.D. Tex. 1970)).
110 Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1324. See also U.S. v. Jordan, 302 F. Supp. 370, 376 (E.D. La.,

New Orleans Div. 1969) (holding that, inter alia, conversion of public restaurant into a club did
not confer private club status, where the only selection criterion was to be a non-trouble-making
white persons, and the organization lacked a civil, fraternal, or social purpose furthered by mem-
bership screening).

111 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
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Similarly, the court distinguished between membership control
where a competitor is voted in by existing members, and where a com-
petitor plays his way into the "club." '11 2 This latter "control," said the
court, adds little to the private nature of the PGA.II3

The history of the club is relevant as evidence of whether the club
was created to avoid compliance with civil rights legislation.114 Based
on the formation of the PGA in 1968, well before enactment of the
ADA, the Martin court concluded that the Tour was not formed to
evade compliance with anti-discrimination legislation, and remarked
that a non-sham club is not necessarily a private one.115

The court also weighed the variable of the use of facilities by non-
members in favor of Martin based on the Tour's heavy reliance on
public participation, accepting Martin's contention that the Tour's par-
ticipants include numerous nonmembers such as vendors, reporters,
score keepers, volunteers, and members of the gallery.1 16 Where a
club receives a benefit from public participation, courts have found
this negates private status for the exemption.1 17

The PGA's commercial purpose weighed heavily against private
club status.118 Organizations that advertise and solicit new members
do not warrant private club status.119 The Martin court nullified this
variable by noting that the PGA Tour, like most professional sports,
does not need to advertise to attract new players.1 20  Because media
coverage is extensive, the PGA has no need or incentive to recruit
new players in this manner.121

112 See id. See also Jordan at 375 (consideration is given to whether the entity's existing
members vote in new members).

113 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
114 See generally Lansdowne, 713 F. Supp. at 802.
115 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
116 See id.
117 See, e.g., Smith v. YMCA, 462 F.2d 634 (5th Cir. 1972) (finding that a non-profit men's

civic recreational organization that enjoyed a substantial amount of revenue from the public was
not a private club); Evans v. Laurel Links, Inc., 261 F. Supp. 474 (E.D. Va. 1966) (holding that a
golf club that served and offered to serve the public lunch and that received a substantial amount
of revenue from the public was not a private club, and the entire golf course was thus subject to
the Civil Rights Act).

118 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
119 See, e.g., Wright v. Salisbury Club, Ltd., 632 F.2d 309, 312-313 (4th Cir. 1980) (holding

that a country club actively soliciting neighborhood residents to join the club was clearly not an
activity of a private club).

120 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
121 See id.
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The court also contended Quijano demonstrates that the Tour's
nonprofit status does not necessarily weigh this variable in the PGA's
favor because of the Tour's purpose to further the commercial inter-
ests of its members. 122

Based on these reasons, the court rejected, as a matter of law, the
PGA's argument that it is exempt from the ADA as a private club or
establishment.

1 23

2. PGA Operates a Place of "Public Accommodation" at the Golf
Courses on Which It Conducts Its Tournaments

In rejecting the PGA Tour's contention that, as a matter of law,
its playing area is not a place of public accommodation, the Martin
court granted Casey Martin's motion for partial summary judgment.
The court disagreed with the PGA's argument that the ADA supports
the idea of separate public/private areas within the place at issue.124

The Martin court went straight to the statutory definition of
"public accommodation"'25 and found the term "golf course" specifi-
cally on the definition list.126 The PGA argued that the only parts of
its golf courses that are public accommodations are the areas accessed
by the general public, and thus the playing area (including the fair-
ways and greens) is not a place of public accommodation. 12 7 The court
deemed this argument flawed for two reasons.

First, said the court, the PGA's logic would render the private
club exemption "virtually irrelevant" to ADA compliance.128 Assum-
ing that a club was not found to be a bona fide private membership
club, the club could nonetheless avoid ADA compliance by claiming
that it only permits the club's members (and not the general public)
onto its property.129

122 See id.

123 See id. at 1326.
124 See id. at 1326-27.
125 See generally 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7). "The term 'public accommodation' is specifically

defined to include the following places: . . .(L) a gymnasium, health spa, bowling alley, golf
course, or other place of exercise or recreation."

126 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1326.
127 See id.

128 Id.

129 See id.
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Second, the ADA and DOJ regulations 130 do not support the idea
of zones of applicability. 131 To support this argument, the PGA cited
cases where private entities did not lose their private status merely by
operating a discrete place of public accommodation (e.g., a private
country club renting space to a private day care center open to non-
members has ADA obligations only with respect to the day care
center, according to DOJ regulations).132 Magistrate Justice Coffin
distinguished the day care center from the PGA playing areas-"[t]his
is a far cry from the proposition that an operator of a place of public
accommodation can create private enclaves within the facility of pub-
lic accommodation and thus relegate the ADA to hop-scotch
areas." 133 He questioned whether the day care center operator in the
above example could rope off a section of the center for club mem-
bers' use only to avoid ADA Title III compliance, and answered this
question in the negative.1 4

The Martin court also rejected the PGA's analogy of dual public/
private zones of public accommodation in a professional baseball sta-
dium where the stadium seats are subject to the ADA because the
public sits there, but the dugout is exempt from Title III because only
the team members and agents are allowed in there.135 In dicta, the
court questions whether a professional baseball team in its home sta-
dium may lawfully refuse to accommodate the visiting team's disabled
manager on the sole basis that the dugout is a private area where spec-
tators may not venture, and suggests that Independent Living
Resources v. Oregon Arena Corp.136 holds that it does not.13 7

In Oregon Arena Corp., a disabled attorney and a nonprofit
advocacy organization for the disabled brought an action against the
owner and operator of a newly constructed sports arena, alleging that
numerous features of the arena's construction, design, and operation

130 The Martin court did not cite a particular DOJ regulation, but noted generally that DOJ
regulations support the unnamed case cited by the PGA regarding a private country club open-
ing a private day care center on its property.

131 See id.
132 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1326-27.
133 Id.
134 See id.
135 See id.
136 See generally 982 F. Supp. 698 (D. Or. 1997) (holding, inter alia, that executive suites in

the arena were "public accommodations" subject to Title III of the ADA, and that every execu-
tive suite had to be made accessible to disabled persons).

137 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1327.
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violated the ADA and Oregon law. 138 That court held, inter alia, that
executive suites in the arena were public accommodations subject to
Title III of the ADA, and that every executive suite must be made
accessible to disabled persons. The analysis in Oregon Arena Corp.
noted that facilities may be deemed public accommodations notwith-
standing their being open only to specific invitees; for example: 1) a
facility used for private weddings; 2) a political convention with a
strict guest list; 3) a golf course open only to authorized members and
their guests; and 4) a private school open to enrolled students are all
still places of public accommodation.139

Furthermore, the Martin court asserted that the PGA Tour over-
looked that persons other than its Tour members, such as golf caddies,
are allowed within the courses' playing areas." Surely, the court rea-
soned, a caddie should not lose the protections of the ADA when that
individual steps within the boundaried playing area.141 To conclude
that this is the law is irreconcilable with inclusion of private schools
(with their private, inaccessible areas) on the list of places of public
accommodations. 142

Thus, the Martin court refuted the PGA's argument that its
courses are not open to the general public within the boundaries of
play during tournaments, and as such, these events are not places of
public accommodation. In doing so, the Court granted Casey Martin's
motion for partial summary judgment and found that, as a matter of
law, the PGA operates a place of public accommodation subject to the
ADA.

143

3. The Trial Opinion-Casey & His Cart: A Reasonable
Accommodation, Not a Fundamental Alteration

The U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon held that "[t]he
requested accommodation of a cart is eminently reasonable in light of
Casey Martin's disability."1" After narrowing the issue for trial, the

138 Oregon Arena Corp., 982 F. Supp. at 706. See also OR. REV. STAT. §§ 30.675 (1997)
(defining place of public accommodation), and 659.425 (prohibiting discrimination of disabled
persons in employment or places of public accommodation).

139 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1327 (quoting Oregon Arena Corp., 982 F. Supp. at 759).
140 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1327.
141 See id.
142 See id.
143 See id.

144 Martin v. PGA Tour, Inc., 994 F. Supp. 1242, 1253 (D. Or. 1998).
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court examined the sparse body of analogous case law regarding a
fundamental alteration of the public accommodation's nature. It held
that Martin's request to use a cart on the PGA Tour is reasonable and
that such an accommodation does not fundamentally alter the nature
of the game. 45

In analyzing Casey Martin's claim, the district court first noted
that the PGA Tour did not dispute whether Martin has a disability
protected by the ADA, or whether this disability prevents him from
walking in a Tour.146 Prior to trial, the PGA did not review Martin's
medical records or view a videotape147 showing Martin's condition. 48

In another preliminary matter, the trial court recalled its order from
January 30, 1998, in which the court found that the PGA was not
exempt from the ADA as a private club, and that PGA tournaments
were conducted on places of public accommodation (i.e., golf
courses).149 The court returned to two issues on which it deferred rul-
ing during the summary judgment hearing: (1) whether Martin is a
PGA employee under Title II of the ADA, and (2) whether the Nike
Tour is a course or an examination under the ADA.15 ° Agreeing with
the PGA's pertinent argument set forth in its memorandum in support
of summary judgment, the court rejected Martin's claims on these
issues and answered these questions in the negative. 1 ' Thus, the dis-
trict court focused only on the issue of whether Casey Martin is enti-
tled to his requested accommodation (i.e., a golf cart) as an
independent contractor competing in the PGA's Tours which are
located on places of public accommodation. 15 2

The PGA noted that the ADA does not require a public accom-
modation to fundamentally alter its nature, and argued that because
walking is a substantive requirement of the PGA Tour, a waiver of

145 See id.

146 See id. at 1244.

147 The PGA objected to the introduction of this videotape. Arguing irrelevance, the PGA

contended that it conceded Martin's disability, and thus an individual assessment was unneces-
sary. The district court overruled the objection, reasoning that the nature and degree of Martin's
disability is relevant to whether a golf cart provides a reasonable accommodation. See id. at 1243
n.1.

148 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1244.
149 See id.

150 See id. at 1247.

151 See id. at 1247 n.7.
152 See id. at 1245 n.2.
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this rule for Casey Martin is not required by the ADA. 5 3 The court
rejected this argument.154

To illuminate this exception of the ADA, the Court offered an
example of a bookstore that does not normally stock Braille books.
The bookstore need not comply with a blind customer's request for an
accommodation of Braille books-this accommodation would funda-
mentally alter the nature of the business. 155 Similarly, the court con-
sidered a day care center that does not normally offer one-on-one care
to the children it oversees. This day care center need not comply with
a disabled child's request for individualized attention as an accommo-
dation-such an accommodation would fundamentally alter the
nature of this day care center. 156 Although hypothetical examples may
abound, case law on the application of the ADA to sports programs is
sparse.

The few reported cases are primarily concerned with duration
and age requirements in high school and collegiate sports programs. 157

The district court discussed the eligibility limitations on high school
athletes held valid under the ADA in McPherson,'158 Sandison,'159 and
Pottgen,16° notwithstanding the effect of excluded older, learning dis-
abled students. The Martin court, discussing Bowers, 16' noted that the
analysis does not differ as between high school sports programs and
intercollegiate programs and suggested that a professional sports
entity deserves similar analysis. 162

Given this limited body of case law, the Martin court first
examined the purpose of the challenged rule, and then determined if

153 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1244.
154 See id. at 1246.
155 See id. at 1244-45.
156 See id.
157 See id. at 1245-46.
158 119 F.3d 453 (6th Cir. 1997).
159 64 F.3d 1026 (6th Cir. 1995).
160 40 F.3d 926 (8th Cir. 1994).
161 974 F. Supp. 459 (D.N.J. 1997).
162 Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1245-46. The district court contended that "[a]lthough the PGA

Tour is a professional sports organization and professional sports enjoys certainly, a much higher
profile and display of skills than collegiate or other lower levels of competitive sports, the analy-
sis of the issues does not change from one level to the next. High school athletic associations
have just as much interest in the equal application of their rules and the integrity of their games as
do professionals. Put differently, if it is unreasonable to accommodate Casey Martin's disability
with a cart at the PGA Tour level because of its rules of competition, it is equally unreasonable
to so accommodate a similarly disabled golfer at the high school level if the same rules were
applicable." Id. at 1246. (emphasis added).
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the requested modification is reasonable.'63 The PGA disagreed with
this analysis' propriety and read these cases to stand for a more nar-
row analysis-whether the challenged rule is "substantive," that is,
whether a rule defines eligibility or governs competition. 164 The Mar-
tin court cautioned that high school and college athletic programs do
not have unlimited discretion to set such rules, and noted in dicta that
perhaps a program cannot expressly define eligibility requirements so
as to exclude disabled persons.165

The PGA's arguments that it alone sets its rules of competition
and that any alteration would fundamentally change the nature of the
Tour, said the court, are merely a backdoor attempt at an exemption
argument. 166 That the PGA is a professional sports organization, in
contrast with a high school or college program, did not carry weight.
Indeed, said the court, the ADA does not even distinguish between
sports organizations and other entities-a disabled person's interest in
being free from discrimination in the athletic world is as valid as it is
in other aspects of everyday life.167

The district court's analysis applied the language of Title III
regarding public accommodations and found that Martin met his bur-
dens (i.e., demonstrating his disability, showing that he requested an
accommodation, and proving that this request was reasonable). 68

Martin's request to use a golf cart, said the court, was not unreasona-
ble-the PGA permit carts during the first two stages of the qualifying
school, as well as the Senior Tour, and does not impose a handicap
system or stroke penalty on those opting to use a cart.1 69 Further-
more, the NCAA and PAC 10 collegiate athletic conferences permit
the use of carts for disabled collegiate golfers. 70

These burdens met, the PGA must then either accommodate the
request or prove that the modification would fundamentally alter the
nature of its public accommodation.171 Contrary to the PGA's argu-
ment that an individualized examination of Martin's disability is

163 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1249-53.
164 Id. at 1246.
165 See id.
166 See id.
167 See id.
168 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1248.
169 See id. at 1248 n.9.
170 Id. at 1248.
171 Id. at 1249.
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unnecessary,172 the court asked whether allowing him to use a cart in a
Tour would fundamentally alter PGA competitions.173

The district court found that the "Rules of Golf" do not require
or define walking as part of the game. 174 The USGA allows the use of
golf carts unless prohibited by local rules; the PGA allows a blanket
waiver of the no-cart rule in its tournaments under certain circum-
stances, but no individual waiver for a disability. 175 The PGA's basis
for its no-cart rule is to add the element of fatigue into the skill of
shot-making, which the court recognized as a cognizable purpose
under the ADA.'7 6 However, the court stopped short of agreeing with
the PGA that Martin's accommodation fundamentally alters the
game.

Fatigue from walking is not a significant factor in normal circum-
stances, the court found. Golfers have numerous opportunities to
rest, the walking requirements are sufficiently spread out,177 fatigue
from low-intensity walking is primarily psychological, and most golfers
prefer walking during a tournament given the option. 178 When Martin
uses a cart to golf, he must nevertheless walk nearly a fourth of the
course on the fairway, where his cart cannot go.17 9 The court con-

172 See supra note 147.
173 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1249. "The type of evidence that satisfies this burden

focuses on the specifics of the plaintiffs or defendant's circumstances and not on the general
nature of the accommodation." (quoting Johnson v. Gambrinus Co., 116 F.3d 1052, 1059 (5th
Cir. 1997)). A Ninth Circuit case similarly suggests "the determination of what constitutes rea-
sonable modification is highly fact-specific, requiring case-by-case inquiry." Crowder v. Kita-
gawa, 81 F.3d 1480, 1486 (1996).

174 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1249. The "Rules of Golf" are set forth by the United States
Golf Association (USGA) and the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews, Scotland (R &
A).

175 See id. For example, a blanket waiver may be given to shuttle all players in between
particularly distant holes.

176 See id. at 1250. Mere tradition, however, would not be entitled to any weight. Id. at
1250 n.ll.

177 See id. at 1250. The court found that walking an 18-hole golf course involves about five
miles of total walking over approximately five hours, which "cannot be equated with high inten-
sity exercise." Id. at 1251 n.12.

178 See id. Dr. Gary Klug, a physiology professor at the University of Oregon, testified as
an expert that fatigue from walking is usually insignificant under most circumstances and that
fatigue from low-intensity exercise (such as walking) is primarily psychological. See id. at 1250-
51. In contrast, Nike Tour pro Eric Johnson testified to the following advantages of walking in a
golf tournament: riding exposes a golfer to wind chill and rain, and a walking golfer gets the feel
of the course and wind direction better than a golfer who rides in a golf cart between holes. See
id. at 1251 n.13.

179 See id. at 1252.
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cluded that Casey Martin using a cart is more fatigued than a walking
competitor, and thus his use of a cart as an accommodation does not
fundamentally alter the Tour.180

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE CASE

A. The District Court's Analysis That the PGA Tour Is Not Exempt
from the ADA as a "Private Club or Establishment" Is
Flawed

Before trial, the district court denied the PGA's motion for sum-
mary judgment that the Tour is exempt from Title III of the ADA as a
"private club or establishment, 1 81 and granted Martin's motion for
partial summary judgment that, as a matter of law, the PGA is not
exempt as a private club or establishment. 82 The court's analysis
involved a multi-factor test to determine whether the PGA Tour falls
under the private club exemption. In ruling so, the court failed to
appreciate the non-applicability of the ADA to a professional sports
organization and misconstrued case law in examining these factors.

The ADA does not oblige all entities to comply with its require-
ments. For example, §12187 of Title III exempts an owner or operator
of a place of public accommodation that is also a private club or estab-
lishment. 83 Assuming that the PGA Tour is indeed such an owner or
operator of this public accommodation (this assumption will be con-
tested in the subsequent section), the Tour is not the type of entity for
which Congress intended ADA compliance.

The ADA's Title III private club exemption refers to similar lan-
guage in §2000a(e) of the Civil Rights Act, which exempts entities
"not in fact open to the public."" 8 Many early Civil Rights Act cases

180 See Martin, 994 F. Supp. at 1251-52. The court also noted that Martin has the same
psychological pressures of competition, plus the added pressure of his physical disability.

181 See generally 42 U.S.C. § 12187.
182 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1327.
183 § 12187 provides in pertinent part that "[t]he provisions of this subchapter shall not

apply to private clubs or establishments exempted from coverage under title II of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000-a(e))... "

184 § 2000a(e) of the Civil Rights Act provides that "[tihe provisions of this subchapter
[prohibiting discrimination in places of public accommodation] shall not apply to a private club
or other establishment not in fact open to the public, except to the extent that the facilities of such
establishment are made available to the customers or patrons of an establishment within the
scope of subsection (b) of this section." (emphasis added). Subsection (b) defines "public
accommodation" as including "establishments affecting interstate commerce or supported in
their activities by State action."
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involved challenges against all-white organizations that accepted any
white applicant but denied applications from blacks. 185 These cases
involved clear cases of "sham" private clubs organized to evade Civil
Rights Act compliance, and thus a more comprehensive definition of
"private club" was unnecessary. 186 For less obvious sham cases, courts
established the multi-factor test to determine private club status
because the statutory definition of private club (i.e., "not in fact open
to the public") was inadequate. In other words, civil rights courts
developed the multi-factor test for close cases of private club status
because a more detailed inquiry was necessary. Once developed,
courts applied this more detailed inquiry to all civil rights cases in
which an entity claimed the private club status. ADA courts, borrow-
ing civil rights language, also borrowed this case law.

The present matter of whether the PGA Tour is exempt from
Title III of the ADA as a private club is not a difficult issue and as
such, the multi-factor test is unnecessary. The most casual observer of
professional golf is aware that the Tour is "not open to the public."
Only golfers possessing adequate skill are afforded the opportunity to
qualify for one of the Tours, pursuant to the PGA's rules. The process
of merely qualifying (let alone joining) for participation on the Tour is
not open to the general public in the kind of manner that a restaurant
or health club is open to the general public.

Casey Martin's ADA claim necessarily assumes that any member
of the general public should be allowed to participate in the PGA
three-stage qualifying school and, if successful, join the Tour. But this

185 See, e.g., Nesmith v. YMCA, 397 F.2d 96 (4th Cir. 1968); U.S. v. Northwest Louisiana
Restaurant Club, 256 F. Supp. 151 (W.D. La.1966); U.S. v. Jack Sabin's Private Club, 265 F.
Supp. 90 (E.D. La.1967); U.S. v. Jordan, 302 F. Supp. 370 (E.D. La. 1969). See also Wright v.
Cork Club, 315 F. Supp. 1143 (S.D. Tex., Houston Div. 1970).

186 See Lansdowne, 713 F. Supp. at 796, noting that related U.S. Supreme Court cases have
considered organizations that were clear shams. See also Wright, 315 F. Supp. at 1151, speculat-
ing that these courts have not felt compelled to develop a comprehensive definition of "private
club." Id. at 1151. Wright discussed two U.S. Supreme Court cases. In Sullivan v. Little Hunt-
ing Park, Inc., 396 U.S. 229 (1969) and Daniel v. Paul, 395 U.S. 298 (1969), "[t]he operations for
which private club status was claimed were obvious shams. Thus, there was no detailed discus-
sion of the question." The Sullivan court said the operation involved "no plan or purpose of
exclusiveness. It is open to every white person within the geographic area there being no selec-
tive element other than race." Sullivan, 396 U.S. at 236. The Daniel court described the alleged
private club as follows: "It is simply a business operated for a profit with none of the attributes of
self government and member-ownership traditionally associated with private clubs." Daniel, 395
U.S. at 301. Thus, the Supreme Court decisions indicate that a private club is non-profit, mem-
ber-owned and controlled, and selective as to membership and use of club facilities.
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suggestion fails to appreciate the inherent funneling process of the
qualifying school-not just any member of the general public may try
out for the Tour; only a select group of highly-skilled golfers who
adhere to the PGA's rules compete in the qualifying school. The
PGA Tour, as a private club, does not open itself up to the general
public in the same broad manner as, for example, a community swim-
ming pool opens itself up to an entire community.

Even under the multi-factor analysis, the PGA ought to be
exempt from the ADA as a private club. The district court's applica-
tion of this test in the Martin litigation misconstrues case law, offers an
incomplete analysis, and most importantly, demonstrates the difficulty
of applying civil rights case law to an ADA claim where Congress did
not intend such a claim to be brought. Each factor (the genuine selec-
tivity of the group in accepting new members, the membership's con-
trol over the operations of the establishment, the history of the
organization, the use of facilities by non-members, the purpose of the
club's existence, whether the club advertises for members, whether
the club is non-profit, and the formalities observed by the club) will be
examined in turn.

First, the factor of genuine selectivity weighs in favor of the PGA
Tour. Both Congressional intent187 and subsequent court construc-
tion 188 of the private club exemption recognize this factor as the inte-
gral characteristic of a private club. The U.S. Supreme Court has
denied private club status where there is no "plan or purpose of exclu-
siveness. ' 189 Clearly, racial exclusion does not satisfy this criterion
because it is an improper (sham) criteria.190

The PGA Tour's qualifying school is a lawful plan of exclusive-
ness under the Court's definition that weighs in favor of the PGA's
private club status. The Tour is designed to filter out less skilled golf-
ers while selecting the best golfers to compete on the Tour. The quali-
fying school is clearly not a subterfuge for discriminating against
individuals-even the district court recognizes this.' 9' The school is

187 During the floor debate of § 2000a(e) regarding the Civil Rights Act, Senator
Humphrey stated "[w]e intend only to protect the genuine privacy of private clubs or other
establishments whose membership is genuinely selective on some reasonable basis." Land-
sdowne, 713 F. Supp. at 797 (quoting the Congressional Record, 110 CONG. Rc. 13,697 (1964)).

188 See, e.g., Tillman, 410 U.S. at 438; Sullivan, 396 U.S. at 236; Jordan, 302 F. Supp. at 375.
189 See Tillman, 410 U.S. at 438; Sullivan, 396 U.S. at 236; Daniel, 395 U.S. at 301-302.
190 See id.

191 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. 1325. "The organization has existed since 1968. It clearly was
not formed to evade the Civil Rights Act or ADA." Id.
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open to a diverse yet select group of skilled golfers able to compete on
a professional level pursuant to PGA rules. Indeed, the fact that all
professional sports organizations are inherently exclusive supports an
inference of the ADA's inapplicability here because any analysis of
the exclusiveness factor to professional sports competition is
unnecessary.

The district court, citing Quijano, also contends that the PGA's
selection criteria lack the requisite social, moral, spiritual, or philo-
sophical beliefs. 92 The implication is that unless the PGA has some
structured creed of beliefs, express oath of affirmation, or specific plan
of socialization, it appears not to be a private club. However, the
Martin court disregards that Quijano expressly includes recreational
purposes as a legitimate private club purpose.'93 This is not to say
professional golf is merely recreational and thus satisfies the Quijano
private club "selection criteria." Presumably, golfers enjoy the sport
and socially converse during competition. Quijano demonstrates the
latitude of purposes that a private club may have to warrant ADA
exemption, limited by "some meaningful conditions of limited mem-
bership." '194 The selectivity of the PGA Tour, as a professional sports
entity, is different than traditional private clubs because selectivity
primarily focuses on competition, formally organized to award valua-
ble prizes and confer fame. Again, the selectivity criterion for pri-
vate club status reflects the traditional concern of courts for piercing
through sham organizations that erect meaningless selection criteria
to avoid compliance with civil and disabled rights law. Furthermore,
the awkwardness of applying appropriate club purposes to a profes-
sional sports entity is evident-no case law or statute provision con-
templates such application.

Membership control, tied to the selectivity of the entity, is the
second important factor to consider.' 95 The Martin court briefly
treated this factor by arguing that existing members do not vote new

192 See id. at 1325, citing Quijano, 617 F.2d 129.
193 "The adjectives 'bona fide', 'private' and 'membership' included in the statute serve to

indicate the more limited type of club sought to be exempted by the narrow exception in the
statute. These modifiers suggest that, in order to be exempt from coverage by Title VII, an
association of persons for social or recreational purposes or for the promotion of some common
literary, scientific or political objective must also be legitimate (as opposed to sham), private (as
opposed to public) and must require some meaningful conditions of limited membership."
Quijano, 617 F.2d at 131 (emphasis added).

194 Id.
195 See Jordan, 302 F. Supp. at 375, said factors that go to determining "whether the
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members onto the Tour, but rather, prospective members play their
way on; this suggests a negative inference. 96 This argument ignores
the PGA's actual manner of selection. The PGA grants voting rights
to professional golfers who play in fifteen or more regular PGA Tour
events in a year.197 The scope of these rights is limited to voting for
player directors from a slate of candidates chosen by existing player
directors. These player directors occupy four of the nine positions on
the policy board, which is the governing body of the PGA Tour.19

Certainly, existing members do control the manner of selecting new
members-the PGA Tour members who are most active select their
representatives, who in turn decide what rules (e.g., the "no-cart"
rule) will govern membership criteria.

The district court erroneously punishes the PGA for its chosen
method of governance. Under the court's reasoning, a slight change
in process, such as if the PGA Tour members directly vote on the
Tour's rules rather than electing representatives to decide the rules for
them, would weigh this factor in favor of the Tour's private club sta-
tus. Such form over substance is inconsistent with the historical aim of
the civil rights law to pierce sham organizations that masquerade as
private clubs.

The third factor to consider is the history of the organization and
whether the entity exists as a sham to avoid compliance. The district
court found that the PGA was not formed to evade such compliance;
however this finding only goes to the bona fide nature of the entity
and not its private club status. 199 Consideration of this factor reveals
how inapposite it is to an ADA claim against the PGA. The Tour was
founded to foster professional sports competition among athletes who
satisfy the Tour's rules of competition. Stating the obvious - the
PGA Tour is not a sham attempt to avoid compliance with the Civil
Rights Act or ADA - emphasizes that these Acts never contem-
plated applicability to an entity such as the PGA.

The fourth factor is the use of facilities by nonmembers. The dis-
trict court asserted that the presence of numerous nonmembers (e.g.,
vendors, reporters, score keepers, and the gallery members) and pub-

'membership is genuinely selective on some reasonable basis,"' which are of "primary impor-
tance," include the ways existing members control the process of choosing new members. Id.

196 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
197 See id.
198 See id. at 1325 n.4.
199 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
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lic participation for generating Tour revenue suggest a non-private
inference.20 0 This analysis necessarily assumes that the entire golf
course (fairways, greens, spectator areas, and throughways) ought to
be viewed similarly. Although this assumption will be more fully
refuted in the subsequent section dealing with the "zones of applica-
bility" argument, the cases relied upon by the district court will be
distinguished here.

The district court cites Smith v. YMCA 2 1 and Evans v. Laurel
Links, Inc.202 for the proposition that use of facilities by nonmembers
cuts against private club status. However, in Smith, the Fifth Circuit
did not actually discuss the use of YMCA facilities open to nonmem-
bers, but rather focused on the exclusion of blacks from programs
offered to members, where membership was limited to the general
white public. 2 3 In Evans, the District Court of the Eastern District of
Virginia focused on the interstate commerce impact of a lunch counter
located on a private golf course, which brought the entire golf course
under Title II of the Civil Rights Act, rather than the benefit of the
additional revenue to the private golf course.2 °4

Two additional factors bound together are the club's purpose and
its nonprofit status. The district court contends that the Tour's mer-
cantile purpose weighs heavily against the PGA. Although it is true
that nonprofit organizations, such as the credit union at issue in
Quijano, are joined by profit-seeking persons who hope to improve
their investments, similarly amateur golfers may seek to join the PGA
Tour in search of wealth and fame. The Quijano court noted that a
credit union lacks the commingling among members that occurs in
other clubs and exists for solely mercantile purposes, and thus does
not merit private club status.20 5 It follows from this reasoning that, for

200 See id.
201 462 F.2d 634 (5th Cir. 1972) (holding that evidence supported finding that nonprofit

men's civic recreational organization was so closely intertwined with city that it acted under
"color of law" when it refused applications to its all-white day camp from minority youths, where
such organization benefitted from a tax-exempt status, utilized city property, conducted city pro-
grams, and derived income from city with which it had a coordination agreement).

202 261 F. Supp. 474 (E.D. Va. 1966) (holding that a golf course's lunch counter, which was
open to the general public, including interstate travelers, on golf course property brought the
entire golf course within provisions of the Civil Rights Act prohibiting discrimination in places of
public accommodation).

203 462 F.2d at 640-41, 648.
204 261 F. Supp at 475-77.
205 617 F.2d at 132-33.
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example, an auto club is also not a private club because it admits all
persons of the general public, without regard to membership limits, in
an effort to maximize personal gain. But it does not follow that a
professional golfer's profit motive necessarily weighs against private
club status for the PGA Tour. The Tour, as a professional sports
organization, necessarily limits its applicant pool and membership
numbers. In spite of any purpose to increase the wealth of its best
skilled members, the PGA's purpose, application process, and appli-
cant pool distinguish it from a credit union or auto club.

The final factor is whether the club advertises for its members.
The district court correctly notes that the PGA "has no more need or
incentive to advertise for golfers than do the Chicago Bulls for basket-
ball players" and thus "[t]he advertising factor carries little weight in
the arena of professional sports. '20 6 The court seems unaware that the
reason may be that professional sports organizations are not subject to
the ADA. This factor is aimed at weeding out organizations that label
themselves private to avoid compliance with discrimination laws but
that nonetheless seek out new members from a general public pool.

The ADA's private club exemption does not contemplate exam-
ining a professional sports organization such as the PGA Tour to
determine whether it meets the exemption and thus, the PGA ought
not to be subject to ADA obligations. However, even if the PGA is
examined under the standards for private club status, despite the awk-
ward application, pertinent case law and a proper understanding of
the PGA's nature reveal that the it is not the type of organization on
which Congress sought to impose ADA compliance.

B. The District Court's Holding That the PGA Tour Is the Owner
or Operator of a "Place of Public Accommodation" Is
Flawed

The district court denied the PGA's motion for summary judg-
ment. The court called the Tour an owner or operator of a "place of
public accommodation" As such, the Tour is obliged to follow §12182
of Title 111.207 The court granted Casey Martin's motion for partial

206 Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1325.
207 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a) provides that "[n]o individual shall be discriminated against on the

basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges,
advantages, or accommodations of any place of public accommodation by any person who owns,
leases (or leases to), or operates a place of public accommodation . . . " (emphasis added).
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summary judgment because, as a matter of law, the PGA is such an
owner or operator. The court's analysis involved (1) specifically find-
ing the term "golf course" in the definition of "public accommoda-
tion," and (2) rejecting the PGA's argument for zones of
applicability.2  In doing so, the court's surface interpretation of the
"public accommodation" ignores the Act's construction and again
implicitly fails to appreciate the non-applicability of the ADA to a
professional sports organization.

Title III defines public accommodation in §12181: "[t]he follow-
ing private entities are considered public accommodations for pur-
poses of this subchapter, if the operations of such entities affect
commerce-. . .(L) a gymnasium, health spa, bowling alley, golf
course, or other place of exercise or recreation."2' The district court
simply concluded that the golf courses which the PGA uses for its
tournaments necessarily correspond to this statutory definition. This
conclusory statement is flawed in various ways.

First, the court ignored the organization of this definition section.
"Public accommodation" is defined by listing twelve distinct subsec-
tions of locations in which examples of physical locations are of the
same kind.21° For example, in subsection (H), Congress included

208 See generally Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1326-27.
209 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7) (emphasis added).
210 § 12181(7) provides: "[t]he following private entities are considered public accommoda-

tions for purposes of this subchapter, if the operations of such entities affect commerce-
A) an inn, hotel, motel, or other place of lodging, except for an establishment located within

a building that contains not more than five rooms for rent or hire and that is actually occupied by
the proprietor of such establishment as the residence of such proprietor;

(B) a restaurant, bar, or other establishment serving food or drink;
(C) a motion picture house, theater, concert hall, stadium, or other place of exhibition or

entertainment;
(D) an auditorium, convention center, lecture hall, or other place of public gathering;
(E) a bakery, grocery store, clothing store, hardware store, shopping center, or other sales

or rental establishment;
(F) a laundromat, dry-cleaner, bank, barber shop, beauty shop, travel service, shoe repair

service, funeral parlor, gas station, office of an accountant or lawyer, pharmacy, insurance office,
professional office of a health care provider, hospital, or other service establishment;

(G) a terminal, depot, or other station used for specified public transportation;
(H) a museum, library, gallery, or other place of public display or collection;
(I) a park, zoo, amusement park, or other place of recreation;
(J) a nursery, elementary, secondary, undergraduate, or postgraduate private school, or

other place of education;
(K) a day care center, senior citizen center, homeless shelter, food bank, adoption agency,

or other social service center establishment; and
a gymnasium, health spa, bowling alley, golf course, or other place of exercise or recreation."
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museums, libraries, and galleries in the definition of public accommo-
dation-all places where the general public benefits from viewing
gathered collections. To further clarify these places' meanings, Con-
gress added the phrase "or other place of public display or collec-
tion." '211 In doing so, Congress aids the interpreter of Title III who
asks, for example, whether this particular museum is a public
accommodation.

In the present matter, golf courses on which the PGA Tour con-
ducts its tournaments are different in kind to golf courses contem-
plated by Congress. "Golf course" is indeed listed in the definition of
"public accommodation," but this subsection (L) includes places that
strongly imply a professional golf tournament is not a place of public
accommodation. Subsection (L) includes gymnasiums, health spas,
and bowling alleys.21 2 However, Congress limits these places with the
qualifier "or other place of exercise or recreation.213 In other words,
Congress clearly intended that places protected by the ADA in this
subsection are of a kind where exercise or recreation occurs. This
reflects Congress' attempt to ensure that disabled persons have access
to the goods and services offered by these places, whether member-
ship at a health club, supplies in a bowling alley's gift shop, or other
similar items. The PGA Tour is a professional sports organization that
does not exist to provide exercise or recreation to the general pub-
lic. 214 Rather, the Tour exists to select the most qualified and skilled
professional golfers to compete in its tournaments for fame and prizes.

Next, the district court's analysis ignored the professional and
competitive nature of this organization by rejecting the PGA's "zones
of applicability" contention and by holding that a golf course used for
PGA tournament competition is a public accommodation. The PGA
contented that only certain portions of the entire golf course are

See also Paul V. Sullivan, The Americans With Disabilities Act Of 1990: An Analysis Of Title III
And Applicable Case Law, 29 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 1117, 1127-28 (1995) (noting that Congress
provided examples within each of these twelve categories of physical locations for illustrative
purposes).

211 See § 12181(7).
212 § 12181(L).
213 Id. (emphasis added).
214 Granted, the Tour incidentally provides recreation to the spectators in the general pub-

lic, but the Tour is not denying reasonable modifications to these spectators. Although Tour
applicants and members may receive recreation or exercise, the characteristic of a PGA Tour
golf course which distinguishes it from other golf courses is the primary focus on professional
competition as part of an occupation, prize money, and fame.
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places of public accommodation, such as the gallery area, and that the
playing area (i.e., the fairways and the greens) are not public
accommodations.

In defining "public accommodation" under Title III of the ADA,
Congress provided a detailed list of protected places. Nothing in this
list even subtly implies that professional sports organizations are
obliged to accommodate disabled persons in a playing area. At best,
subsection (C) of §12181(7) mentions stadiums, which includes profes-
sional sports arenas. But when read with the other places in this sub-
section (i.e., motion picture house, theater, and concert hall), and
when read with the qualifier "or other place of exhibition or entertain-
ment," it is clear that Congress intended to only protect the area
where spectators view the competition.215 Indeed, the definition of
public accommodation assumes either some transaction of goods or
services occurs (e.g., a disabled person seeks to purchase items from a
store, or services from a barber shop), or some privilege to which a
citizen is entitled (e.g., a disabled person seeks assistance from a social
service office). 2 16 Given the ill fit in applying the ADA to a profes-
sional sports organization, and assuming that an entity such as the
PGA Tour is not exempt as a private club, zones of applicability are
necessary to reconcile ADA-protected public accommodations with
professional sports playing areas.

The Martin court argued that allowing zones of applicability ren-
ders the private club exemption moot because an entity found not to
be an exempt private club could nonetheless avoid ADA compliance
by designating most of its location as a non-applicable zone.217 How-
ever, this argument is plausible only if a court ignores the distinct
nature of a professional sports organization and treats the competition

215 See, e.g. Oregon Arena, 982 F. Supp. at 698. A comprehensive challenge to a newly
constructed sports arena contested the spectator areas for wheelchair users, claiming that there
was inadequate dispersal of wheelchair-accessible seating throughout the spectator area, insuffi-
cient accessible seating free from the obstruction of standing spectators throughout the spectator
area, lack of companion seats throughout the spectator area, executive suite seats, and camera
operator areas. Plaintiff did not challenge whether the playing area need be wheelchair
accessible.

216 Cf. Burgdorf, supra note 18, at 471-72. Burgdorf notes that the ADA's definition of
"public accommodation" is broader than its definition in the Civil Rights Act and touches on
nearly all facets of American life where an entity serves or comes in contact with members of the
general public. Notwithstanding this breadth, the definition implicitly assumes entities which
transact with an individual of the general public for a good or service, rather than entities such as
the PGA Tour.

217 See Martin, 984 F. Supp. at 1326-27.
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area of a golf course as equivalent to the spectator area. Such treat-
ment ignores the reasonable interpretation of "public accommoda-
tion" discussed above, which excludes playing areas in professional
sports competitions. Furthermore, courts could alleviate any such
subterfuge by either only allowing zones of applicability for profes-
sional sports playing areas, or by applying a "sham" test to determine
whether a public accommodation's private/public zones are an
improper attempt to avoid compliance with the law.

The court also rejected the PGA argument in support of zones of
applicability that private facilities do not lose their exempt status sim-
ply by operating a discrete place of public accommodation (e.g., a pri-
vate country club renting space to a private day care center does not
lose its private club exemption for the rest of the country club, accord-
ing to DOJ regulations).218 The Martin court dismissed the notion
that such a club could rope off sections of this day care center for use
only by club members and thus be exempt within those boundaries.
But it does not necessarily follow that the PGA is unable to lawfully
exclude non-PGA members from the playing area. In the day care
example, such boundaries would be deemed arbitrary and a sham to
avoid compliance. But with the PGA Tour playing areas, the fairways
and greens make for a logical division between the ADA-exempt
playing area and the ADA-protected spectator area.

The district court further argued against dual private/public zones
of applicability by speculating that a professional baseball team could
not refuse to build a wheelchair-accessible ramp in their home sta-
dium's visitor's dugout to accommodate the visiting team's disabled
manager.219 Similarly, the court hypothesized, the PGA could not
refuse to accommodate a disabled golf caddie on the grounds that the
playing area is not subject to the ADA. Again, the court is pushing a
square peg into a round hole by applying Title III of the ADA to the
PGA Tour. The PGA's interest is in their autonomy to elect members
who determine the qualifications and rules of joining the Tour. Surely
the PGA would accommodate a disabled caddie, if such an individual
was qualified for the job, and if this decision would not eradicate the
private, exempt status of the playing area for the Tour's competitors.

In evaluating whether a PGA Tour golf course (or more specifi-
cally, the course's playing area for competition) is a protected public

218 See id.
219 See id. at 1327.
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accommodation under Title III of the ADA, the District Court loses
sight of a key interpretive question: did Congress intend to protect
disabled persons from discrimination on the playing area of a golf
course during a professional golf tournament? A fair construction of
the ADA's definition of a public accommodation strongly suggests the
answer is no.

V. CONCLUSION

Martin purports to properly apply the ADA to professional
sports competition. In doing so, the court widens the applicability of
ADA and ignores Congress's intent to limit Title III of ADA to cer-
tain discriminatory entities.22° The Martin court also narrows the pri-
vate club exemption, which seems inapposite to a professional sports
organization, to exclude professional sports entities such as the PGA
Tour from claiming this exemption. The court also ignores statutory
construction and broadens the definition of "public accommodation"
to include the playing area of a professional golf tournament. In
doing so, the court fails to reconcile the ADA with a professional
sports playing area when it dismisses the PGA's private/public zones
of applicability contention.

By ruling that the PGA is not a private club exempt under the
ADA and that a PGA Tour golf course's fairways and greens are pub-
lic accomodations as a matter of law, the Martin court passed through
these ADA exemptions and limitations, which statutorily filter certain
claims to which Congress did not intend the ADA to apply. Once
through these filters, the Martin court had little difficulty in finding
that Martin's requested modification was reasonable and that this
modification would not fundamentally alter the nature of the game.
Such a conclusion risks creating the popular misconception that the
sole issue of the ADA's application to professional sports is whether
the requested modification actually affects the sport, detracts from the
more pointed issue of whether Congress even intended the ADA to
apply to professional sports entities, and (erroneously) widens the
scope of the ADA.

220 See generally John Chwat, Civil Rights for the Next Millennium: Evolution of Employ-
ment Discrimination Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, 10 ST. JOHN's J. LEGAL COM-
MENT 613 (1995) (suggesting that the Department of Justice is over-enforcing ADA public
accommodation requirements).
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